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1. Off the beaten track 

2. a language which I would like to learn is ... 

3. albeit hard : although it is hard 

4. not only in Spain but also in many other countries 

5. One of the most widely spoken languages in the world  

6. it's definitely worth learning/knowing 

7. it would be useful for me 

8. for business purposes  

9. If you had gone to the party, you would have seen/spoken/danced/prayed 

with him ➡️ had you gone to the party, you would have 

seen/spoken/danced with him 

10. It's becoming more and more influential internationally  

11. it's overtaking English گرفتن یشیپ  

12. a handy languages to know 

13. all in all 

14. I doubt 

15. primarily : mostly  

16. I take everything when I go on holiday ➡️ I take everything when going on 

holiday 

17. Improvise= perform without preparation  

18. Planned 

19. current affairsمسائل جارى 

20. obsession 

21. albeit=although 

22. albeit hard, albeit with difficulty 

23. it is used not only in Spain but also in many other countries/ Not only is it 

used in Spain but also in many other countries  

24. Not only am I in Facebook but also in google 

25. one of the most widely spoken languages in the world is ... 



 
 

26. It is definitely worth learning. 

27. It is not worth learning. 

28. It is not worth it. 

29. If I learnt Spanish, it would be useful for me for business purposes. 

30. If I had learnt Spanish, it would have been useful for me for business 

purposes. 

31. It is becoming more and more influential internationally. 

32. (opposite of internationally is domestically , nationally) 

33. I foresee a day when Persian is overtaking English 

34. all in all Spanish is a handy language to know.( handy=useful) 

35. acquire= obtain/ attain 

36. Grammar is one of the most difficult areas of this language. 

37. In Iran cars are primarily white. 


